Procedures and policies for maintaining and utilizing physical, academic and
support facilities
The Institution has adequate facilities for teaching – learning, viz, classroom, laboratories, computing
equipment, etc. The College has adequate Sports and Games facilities to cater to the Physical development
of the students. An indoor offers facilities for Table Tennis, Chess, Carrom and Shuttle Badminton. There is
a large outdoor playground for sports like Cricket, Volley Ball, football, basket ball, khokho,khabadi. The
Play Grounds for other sports like Tennis, Basket Ball, Football etc., was established for the students to
participate in the game of their choice. Physical development department has three faculty members to guide
the students in various sports activities. Students are encouraged to take part in sports as excellent outdoor
and indoor game facilities are provided in campus. Well equipped gym centres as well as a swimming pool
are available in campus.
The infrastructure of the College is adequate to meet the requirements of its various stakeholders.
College provides a eco-friendly environment with adequate infrastructure and all necessary facilities for
conducting the academic programmes. Estate Maintenance department of the college maintains the quality
of the existing building and classrooms. Utilization of class rooms, conference hall, laboratories and library
is well planned in advance as per the requirements of the departments. Precise planning of the schedule
helps the optimal utilization of available infrastructure. Each department has dedicated Computer labs
equipped to sufficient computers with around the clock Internet facility. Dedicated classrooms available for
all UG and PG courses with 100 utilization being achieved. Classrooms are scheduled as per timetable.
These classrooms are open for scheduled instruction and reservations, and are equipped and configured for
basic instructional support including chalk boards or white boards, movable or fixed tablet armchairs, tables
and chairs, or similar types of seating. Many also include a ceiling mounted data projector for use with an
instructor provided laptop. All physical facilities in classrooms are maintained by estate maintenance
department.
Computer lab facilitates to support the academic, research and instructional activities of the college.
Frequent reports on hardware, software, or network problems as handled in time. Computers are regularly
maintained in order to ensure that they do not crash prematurely. Dr. A.C. Muthiah Central Library is a
preeminent library, containing an expansive digital and physical collection that offers a diverse range of
services and resources that includes books and journals covering all major fields of Science and
Engineering. SVCE strongly believes in promoting and facilitating eLearning. Towards this end, we have
developed a Digital Library section, totally sponsored by the SVCE Alumni Association. Annual stock
verification, replacement of outdated books is done for maintenance of library. A dedicated hour as
mentioned in timetable and digital log of utilization is maintained in library.

